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Abstract. The COVID-19 pandemic has changed the way we interact
with public administration, making indispensable the use of online pub-
lic services (e-services) to perform required administration procedures.
All citizens should be able to interact with public e-services in an au-
tonomous, satisfactory and easy way. However, these services are not
always accessible to people with disabilities. In this paper, we present
a descriptive model for e-services adaptation based on ontologies, which
contains the e-service annotations, user features and techniques required
for adapting e-services to the needs of people with disabilities. Based on
this model, an automated adaptation system was developed and adapted
versions of three different Spanish public e-services aiming at users with
low vision were obtained as a proof of concept.

Keywords: e-Government · public e-services · annotation ontology ·
automated adaptation · low vision .

1 Introduction

Last year has been an unusual one due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The im-
possibility of performing the usual face-to-face administrative tasks has forced
many people to change the way they interact with public administration. The
“E-Government Survey 2020” from the United Nations [22] identified significant
uptakes in digital services in different geographic regions, countries and cities as
well as increased e-participation in relation to the previous surveys.

Public e-services are crucial tools for citizens to guarantee their e-partici-
pation. They are used for different tasks, such as making an appointment with
the public administration, searching for employment and social care, etc. with
online-forms as the predominant style of interaction [14]. However, some users
may experience difficulties when using these services if they are not accessible[5].

The Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) has made efforts for ensuring acces-
sibility of websites. The Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) are the
most well-known and applied for accessibility evaluation. Current version (v2.1)
[10], structures the guidelines into four principles: perceivable, operable, under-
standable, and robust; and includes success criteria for checking the fulfilment
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of each principle. These guidelines are considered of mandatory conformance
for public e-services in many countries and are included in their legislation [4].
Despite this, many people with disabilities experience difficulties when interact-
ing with web interfaces [9]. These difficulties aggravate when referring to public
e-services as many of them require the fulfilment of forms that contain com-
plex elements to interact with (e.g., calendars, controls, captcha, etc.) and may
present accessibility barriers of more severity than static web pages. Several
studies about the experience of accessibility barriers by people with disabilities
in governmental websites can be found in the literature [5][21].

The objective of this paper is to present an automated adaptation system for
improving the accessibility of e-services as well as to structure the process for
the fulfilment of online-forms so more logical and uniform interaction is provided
to users. For this, we define a descriptive model through an ontology which
contains the required features for e-services annotations as well as the user model
and the adaptation techniques to apply. This automated adaptation system was
applied to three different Spanish public e-services and adapted interfaces aimed
at people with low vision were obtained as a proof of concept.

2 Related Work

Ontologies are used as a modeling tool that allows performing designs, estab-
lishing relationships, and formulating axioms to infer and deduce information
within a specific process in a more personalized and flexible way [7]. Several
studies have shown that ontology models are effective in the generation of adap-
tive web user interfaces at runtime. For example, Catwalk framework [12] that
researched how web user interfaces could be dynamically selected, generated,
and adapted according to user-aspects such as their profile, the specific task,
or goal to be achieved or the location and time characteristics. Unlike our ap-
proach, where the adaptation is performed remotely to the e-service, the Catwalk
framework was developed to be deployed in the web server, so the web interfaces
presented to the user are dynamically adapted as they are requested.

Some of the developed projects using ontologies are aimed to improve web
accessibility for people with disabilities, and specifically, for those with visual im-
pairments, such as the one carried out by Bukhari and Kim [3]. They proposed
an ontology called “Ontology based on the extraction of information for people
with visual disabilities” (HOIEV), composed of 3 layers: interaction with the
remote user, extraction of information from the core, and the programming in-
terface (API). This is a comprehensive ontology for obtaining information about
users interaction. However, it can not be applied for automated adaptation of
e-services at run-time. Another example is the method developed by Rosales et
al. [18], that proposed a prototype of a semantic platform to enhance web ac-
cessibility. This prototype was developed for a specific adaptation as it provides
mechanisms for interacting with the interfaces through voice commands. The
adaptation system presented in this paper aims at providing a comprehensive
adaptation techniques pool for selecting and applying accordingly to different
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Fig. 1: Diagram of the proposed ontology. Continuous lines correspond to ’has’
relation type, while dashed lines correspond to ’is a’ relation type.

groups of users. The Egoki system [6] deployes a user ontology model to auto-
matically generate user-tailored interfaces in ubiquitous environments. However,
the web interfaces were created from models. This approach is not applicable for
adapting existing e-services interfaces at run-time.

There are some works aiming at adapting web interfaces at run-time for
better fit to the needs of users such as the transcoding systems presented in [1, 8].
However, these systems are oriented to specific user needs, based on annotations
of single web pages and do not provide a descriptive model applicable to the
process of public e-service systems. Another research work worth mentioning is
the one shown in [23]. They present a comprehensive web interface adaptation
system. However, the adaptation process is individually performed for each web
page so it is not applicable for adapting the process of public e-services.

3 Basis Of Automated Adaptation

To get an automated adaptation system that improves web accessibility of pub-
lic e-services, we have defined a descriptive model to annotate relationships be-
tween the e-service process and components, along with the user features and the
adaptation techniques. For this, we have implemented a knowledge base using
the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [13] and the ontology editor tool Protégé1.
Figure 1 shows the class diagram defined in the ontology.

User Model. The user model included in our ontology defines the interaction
features to consider from each user. Thus, appropriate techniques can be selected
to generate the adapted e-service. In particular, three general user groups are
included (users with cognitive impairment, physical impairment, and sensory
impairment) along with their corresponding features (e.g., colour blindness).This
user model can be updated, adding new user groups and features.

1 http://protege.stanford.edu
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In addition, users’ preferences and the assistive technology used are also con-
sidered in the model, so more specific adaptation techniques may be applied [17],
for example, adapting navigation for users of trackballs, adapting components
for screen reader users, etc.

Annotation Model Of Public E-services. In most cases, accessing public
e-services requires the fulfilment of online-forms, which usually include several
steps. Therefore, it may be described as a transactional process [15].

Nowadays, public e-services are not uniform and present different fulfilment
processes even if their target task is similar. However, it is possible to identify
common steps within e-services, as well as similar data to be introduced by users.
These common features among public e-services led us to define an annotation
model that can be applied to annotate the process in general, the concrete steps
of the process, the data required from users, etc. The objective of these anno-
tations is to obtain valuable information in order to automatically apply the
selected adaptation techniques depending on user features/preferences in order
to obtain more accessible interfaces and enhance the structure of the process by
relocating components when necessary.

Figure 1 shows the classes defined in the ontology and the relationships be-
tween them. The main classes for the annotation model are the following: eS-
ervice, Page, Step, and HTMLComponent. One eService may have several Page
instances. One Page may have several HTMLComponent instances. The Step
class is related to eService, so it is possible to annotate the steps in the process
of the eService. In addition, the Step class is also related to HTMLComponent,
so it is possible to annotate the information to be required in each step. These
relationships make it possible to split one e-service process into several steps as-
signing the necessary HTML components to each one and automatically creating
the necessary interfaces and presenting them in the most adequate order.

There are subclasses for HTMLComponent: InteractionComponent and De-
scriptionComponent. The former are those HTML components requiring direct
data introduction from the user (DataEntry), selecting data from a set of op-
tions (DataSelection) and submitting data to the server (DataSubmission). The
latter are those HTML components presenting Textual, Auditory or Visual in-
formation. This model allows providing alternatives for components, so the most
appropriate one is presented to the user. The Form subclass has been also defined
as a compound component.

In addition, several properties were added for HTMLComponent class: dim-
ming, stretch, hide and remove. ‘Dimming’, ‘hide’ and ‘stretch’ can be used to
hide part of the content of the e-service, such as leaving only part of the in-
structions to make it simpler and smaller. Finally, ‘remove’ property is used to
remove those elements that can bother the user. For instance, a flashing element
is tagged as remove = ‘flashing’ so it would be removed when the user has photo-
sensitivity. The ‘priority’ property has been defined for DescriptionComponent
class and it can be used to mark the elements as being necessary, reordering
them, or selecting the most appropriate for the user. The ‘optional’ property has
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been defined for InteractionComponent in order to identify those fields that are
not mandatory to fulfil in the process.

Adaption Techniques. The knowledge base models the adaption techniques
and decides which ones are applicable, but it does not implement them. This
approach enables the addition of new adaptation techniques, thus enabling sys-
tem development to become a continuous process. In the current study, we have
defined three groups of adaptation techniques: service adaptations, step adapta-
tions and interaction component adaptations. The definition of these groups is
based on a modification of the original classification of Knutov et al. [11]: navi-
gation, content and presentation. In our perspective the navigation adaptations
are applied to all the e-service as a whole (e.g., providing orientation compo-
nents such as breadcrumb of steps, progress information, completed and to-do
steps, etc.), content adaptations are mainly applied to each step of the service
(e.g., only showing the required fields to fulfil by the users in each step, showing
links instead of radio buttons for data selection components, etc.) and presenta-
tion adaptations are applied to all (service, steps and components) (e.g., using
high contrast colors in forms, visually grouping the mandatory fields, over-sizing
interaction components, etc.).

Table 1: Features of e-service selected.
Features DNI SPE SGS

Number of pages 7 4 5
DataEntry components 10 6 7
DataSelection components - 2 9
DataSubmission components 10 4 5
Mandatory Int. Comp. 9 6 6

4 Automated Adaptation System

The architecture of the adaptation system developed is shown in Figure 2. The
Knowledge Base and the e-services annotations are located in a remote machine.
The Adaptation engine is implemented as a Web Service whereas a Chrome
extension is installed locally on the user computer.

This browser add-on is in charge of starting and completing the adaptation
process performed by the system. It gets an e-service to adapt (steps 1 and 2
in Figure 2) and sends the source code with the user’s credentials to the remote
Web Service (step 3 in Figure 2). Then, it presents the adapted version of the e-
service returned by the Web Service (step 6 in Figure 2). The Adaptation engine
implements two main functionalities. The first is to query the Knowledge Base
about adaptations corresponding to the current user and the e-service (step 4 in
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Figure 2). The second is to perform adaptations resolved by the Knowledge Base
according to the annotations of the e-service (step 5 in Figure 2) and return the
adapted e-service to the browser add-on (step 6 in Figure 2). The e-services are
adapted using JSON, JQuery, JavaScript and CSS technologies.

Proof of concept. Three different e-services from the Spanish public adminis-
tration were selected to carry out the proof of concept of the adaptation system:
from the Ministry of Home Affairs (DNI2), from the Public Service of State
Employment (SPE3), and from the Social Security (SGS4).These e-services had
already been tested in an experiment involving people with low vision [19, 20],
identifying several accessibility barriers. The three e-services offer the same func-
tionality (“make an appointment”) but with different features regarding online-
forms (e.g., number of pages, data to be inserted, interaction components, etc.).
Table 1 shows detailed information about the features of each e-service: number
of pages, number of each type of fields implemented in the forms and number of
mandatory fields (those dataEntry and DataSelection components users have to
interact with).

Fig. 2: Proposed architecture for the adaptation system.

On the other hand, we identified the following similar steps in the form ful-
filment process: providing personal information (UserId), selecting the service
(ServSel), selecting the location (LocSel), selecting the date and time (Date-
Sel), answering security questions (SecQue). All these steps can be found in the
e-services studied, except LocSel in SPE. However, in some cases, the informa-
tion related to each step is required in different pages across the e-service. For

2 http://www.interior.gob.es/
3 https://www.sepe.es/
4 http://www.seg-social.es/wps/portal/wss/internet/Inicio
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example, regarding the UserId step, the zip code and the identification (ID)
card number is required in the first page of SPE service whereas the name and
surname of the user are requested on the second page.

With the objective of providing an automatically adapted version to people
with low vision, the three e-services have been annotated using the proposed
ontology in the knowledge base. The annotation process was in this way: firstly,
a reference to the e-service (for example, DNIeService), is stored as an eSer-
vice class. Then, the web pages in the e-service are stored as Page classes and
linked with the eService with a property assertion (e.g. ‘DNIeService hasPage
Page1’). The identified steps are also stored as Step classes and linked with
the eService class (e.g. ‘DNIeService hasStep UserId’). After that, HTML com-
ponents have to be stored which are doubled linked with the Page and Step
classes (e.g. ‘Page1 hasHtmlComponent Name’ and ‘UserId hasHtmlComponent
Name’). Each HTML component is identified as an interaction or description
component and its type is stored accordingly linked with isA subclass relation
(‘Name isA InteractionComponent’ and ‘Name isA DataEntry’). The form is a
particular HTML component consisted of the HTML components within (e.g.,
‘Form1 hasHtmlComponent Name’). Some properties are assigned to the compo-
nents (e.g. ‘PhoneNumber hasProperty optional’, ‘Advert hasProperty distrac-
tor’). Finally, the HTML components are accordingly identified with their name,
id or uri. The annotation process is quite tedious as it is necessary to analyse
the e-service to define the number of steps and decide the interaction compo-
nents it is composed of. In addition, some constraints have to be considered as
sometimes the existence of one component may depend on previous user input
or the order in which steps are presented to users may be limited by the service
program logic which can not be modified.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3: Examples of original (a) and adapted interfaces (b, c and d) for SPE.

The adaptation techniques applied in this proof of concept are oriented to
improve the navigation experience of people with low vision. The selection of
techniques to apply was based on a bibliographic revision:

1. Providing uniform style for e-services [16] [15]
2. Structuring the process in steps [16]
3. Ordering steps and grouping components in steps [16]
4. Identifying steps and overall progress of the process [16][14, 15]
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5. Changing the presentation to high contrast colours [2]
6. Resizing components [2]
7. Replacing the selection components (DataSelection) [19, 20]

The rules for the adaptations were specified based on the ontology classes
and stored in the knowledge base. For example, adaptation 7 was defined as:

‘HtmlComponent(?el), isInteractionComponent(?el), isDataSelection(?el),
‘HtmlComponent((?el) hasOption (?op), ⇒ isApplicable(convertToLink, ?el, ?op)

Figure 3(a) shows the original first web page of the SPE e-service. The fields
to fill in are: ZIP code, ID card number, selection of the required service (ra-
diobutton with 8 options) and CAPTCHA (with alternative audio and help
link). All fields are mandatory and there is one button to send the input data.
Based on the descriptive model proposed, these fields are annotated as Inter-
actionComponents: ZIP code, ID card number and CAPTCHA as DataEntry,
selection of the service as DataSelection with 8 Option elements and the but-
ton as DataSubmission. These fields correspond to different step in the process
(UserId, ServSel, DateSel, SecQue) so we annotated the steps of the e-service
and each field with the corresponding step: ZIP code and ID card number fields
as UserId, CAPTCHA as SecQue and the radiobutton as ServSel. The steps or-
der defined in the adaptation techniques is [SecQue, UserID, ServSel, DateSel].
The components contained in the 4 original web pages of this e-service are relo-
cated according to this order into 8 adapted interfaces. The user input in each
field is stored between interfaces and sent to the e-service when it corresponds
depending on the program logic. The first three interfaces are shown in Figure 3
(b, c and d, they correspond to SecQue, UserID, ServSel respectively). The step
in the process is identified showing a title at the top of the interfaces and the
progress in the process of fulfiling the form is presented at the bottom of the
interfaces. The same process was done to DNI and SGS e-services resulting on
10 adapted interfaces for the 7 web pages and 11 adapted interfaces for the 5
web pages respectively.

5 Conclusions

The developed automated adaptation system based on annotations may improve
the experience of users with low vision when fulfiling forms in the public e-
services, as the adaptation techniques applied aim to improve their accessibility.
Although for the proof of concept this system was aimed at people with low
vision and was only tested in three public e-services, in the short-term, we will
also apply it for annotating and adapting other public e-services in order to test
if it is useful for a broad range of e-services. Moreover, we plan to add more
adaptation techniques applicable to users with diverse kinds of disabilities.
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